Mixed Polymer Brushes for the Selective Capture and Release of Proteins.
Selective protein adsorption is a key challenge for the development of biosensors, separation technologies, and smart materials for medicine and biotechnologies. In this work, a strategy was developed for selective protein adsorption, based on the use of mixed polymer brushes composed of poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO), a protein-repellent polymer, and poly(acrylic acid) (PAA), a weak polyacid whose conformation changes according to the pH and ionic strength of the surrounding medium. A mixture of lysozyme (Lyz), human serum albumin (HSA), and human fibrinogen (Fb) was used to demonstrate the success of this strategy. Polymer brush formation and protein adsorption were monitored by quartz crystal microbalance, whereas protein identification after adsorption from the mixture was performed by time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectrometry (ToF-SIMS) with principal component analysis and gel electrophoresis with silver staining. For the ToF-SIMS measurements, adsorption was first performed from single-protein solutions in order to identify characteristic peaks of each protein. Next, adsorption was performed from the mixture of the three proteins. Proteins were also desorbed from the brushes and analyzed by gel electrophoresis with silver staining for further identification. Selective adsorption of Lyz from a mixture of Lyz/HSA/Fb was successfully achieved at pH 9.0 and ionic strength of 10-3 M, while Lyz and HSA, but not Fb, were adsorbed at ionic strength 10-2 M and pH 9.0. The results demonstrate that by controlling the ionic strength, selective adsorption can be achieved from protein mixtures on PEO/PAA mixed brushes, predominantly because of the resulting control on electrostatic interactions. In well-chosen conditions, the selectively adsorbed proteins can also be fully recovered from the brushes by a simple ionic strength stimulus. The developed systems will find applications as responsive biointerfaces in the fields of separation technologies, biosensing, drug delivery, and nanomedicine.